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“GUILT—Variations on a theme” 
by  

VIVIAN JENKINS NELSEN 

Guilt is a major theme in diversity work. I often hear, “This diversity stuff is just minorities trying to 
make whites feel guilty.” The variations on this theme include:  1) Women, gays, people with 
disabilities are trying to guilt me, 2) Events that happened a hundred years ago are irrelevant, this 
is now---get over it, and 3) I didn’t own slaves, or put Indians on the reservations, so I’m not a 
racist.  
 
Why do we find the word guilt so troublesome?  Why can’t we handle the concept of fault, error 
and culpability? All meanings for the word guilt.  My guess is that most of us don’t know what to do 
with or about guilt, so guilt has become an albatross, a huge dead bird hung around our necks like 
Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner. Even though most Catholics have spent days in the confessional and 
Muslim, Christian and Jewish faiths have rituals of atonement and repentance, as a nation, we 
have a difficult time saying we’re sorry.   
 
The two most common points of view about guilt are; 1) guilt is bad, and 2) anything that makes 
me uncomfortable is guilt and should be avoided. There are many kinds of guilt, for example: 1) 
collective guilt or what our relatives did to each other 2) individual guilt or what you and I did to 
each other, 3) religious guilt or the sins you and I have committed since we were born, and 4) 
survivor guilt or I survived when other worthy people died. Can there be too much guilt? Yes, we 
can become immobilized by guilt, or become completely absorbed in trying to find the guilty party 
and assign blame and ignore our own mistakes. Although we avoid it, we want those who offend 
us, to experience guilt, see the error of their ways and ask forgiveness.  
 
Guilt tends to give us amnesia. History protects us from making the same mistakes by helping us 
understand the price for repeating those mistakes. Since our history books are only beginning to 
tell everyone’s story, most of us have no idea how we arrived at this awkward state of human 
relations. A white male executive, Terry, and I were talking about economic discrimination and he 
said,  

 “I don’t owe you anything but respect. Nobody is entitled to anything because of what 
happened way back when. The past is past; there isn’t anything that we can do about it 
now.  We have to go on; we have to forget who did what to whom. I can’t change anything 
that happened back then.” It was perfectly clear to the two of us that he meant my history.  

 
I responded, 

“History casts long shadows, and we have to find ways of dealing with what others did, 
because it affects people, now. I don’t have the option of forgetting my family’s history, or 
developing cultural amnesia.  My parents, now in their eighties, have to deal daily with the 
economics of the racial employment discrimination they suffered years ago.”  

Undeterred, Terry said, “Well, most people didn’t have the education to get good jobs back then.”   
“Au contraire,” said I, “They both had college educations.”   
 
As we talked, it became clear that Terry had no clue about the history he wanted me to forget. He 
suddenly asked,“Where is your family from in the South?” I told him that my mother’s people were 
from Greenwood SC, when he exclaimed that he had gone to college there, and did I know the 
wealthy white “Field” family?   
 
Without waiting for an answer, Terry then raced on to tell me all about his family’s relationship to 
the Fields. The two families were in the same business, which the Fields dominated, world-wide. 
Terry ranted on. When he paused for breath, I said,  
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“They are relatives of ours.”  His eyes bugged out. I quietly commented “I guess the Fields never 
talked about their Black relatives, huh?” He was too shocked to respond. I’m always amazed at the 
number of people who want me to forget my history, as they proudly tell me about their own.  
 
This conversation is loaded with irony, because Terry and I had both read the morning paper’s 
news of hidden Nazi gold found in Swiss, American and European banks. Swiss Ambassador 
Thomas Borer, the diplomat who was leading negotiations over the Nazi gold scandal said, “We 
were systematically lied to about our past...If we are to lead our people into the 21st century, we 
will need to replace the mythology of neutrality by finally discovering the truth about who we really 
were.”  
 
I thought of a conversation with the Rev. William Sloan Coffin of Yale University when he said to 
me, “We want our truths served up, bloodless.”  The Bible’s first murderer, Cain, slew his brother 
Abel out of jealousy. Shakespeare compared the blood of the murdered Gloucester in Richard II to 
that of Abel’s, saying that their blood cried out from the ground for justice. We must not sanitize 
history. It is painful, but we need to know the whole shocking, disturbing, bloody and bizarre story 
of what really happened in Auschwitz, Selma, Wounded Knee, Japanese American internment 
camps and the Cambodian killing fields. The people who suffered there and their descendants 
need to hear from the rest of us that we will never let it happen again. 
 
We can’t right every wrong, but there are some issues that we can’t get around, or beyond until we 
do. For example, even though we may have no personal culpability for slavery, we cannot ignore 
the deleterious effects that slavery still has on the dreams of some and the unearned benefits that 
it has bestowed on others. Professor Eugene Genovese, a world-renowned slavery expert, 
estimates that it takes more than two hundred years for the effects of slavery to fade from a 
society. The point is not to guilt white people for their ancestor’s actions, but rather, together, 
bravely assess the consequences of that “peculiar institution” and move together toward equity and 
healing. We can only get there by moving through our guilt to action. 
 
I have received anonymous racial hate mail from a Minneapolis man for more than a decade. He is 
a millionaire donor to a Lutheran college where I was once on faculty. As his chief victim, a judge 
called what he did to me, “domestic terrorism.” He saves his most hurtful vitriol for persons in 
interracial relationships, especially families. He considers children who are biracial are the “…worst 
thing that can happen.” This emotional arsonist also writes to children like nine year-old Linda who 
I heard on the radio. Her parents were Asian American and European American. She said, “He 
made my mom and dad sad, and his letter gave me a headache, please stop.”  When he was 
discovered by the press, and confronted with the destruction that he created in thousands of lives, 
he was and remains to this day, publicly unrepentant. Of course, I would like to hang a big dead 
bird around his neck, but I am constrained by my religious faith from doing so. I want him to accept 
responsibility for the pain he continues to cause families and little kids and make amends. We see 
many frightening press accounts where youthful offenders “have no remorse” for heinous crimes. 
We are and should be alarmed, but not surprised by the fact that these young people have never 
used their “guilt muscles.” They mimic ruthless and guilt-free adults who have become national 
heroes as mob bosses, junk-bond charlatans and power-brokers of all sorts.  
 
Does guilt have any socially redeeming features?  I think so. Guilt is a door to learning, not a 
hurdle to get over. Remorse can be a corrective. Confessing our wrongdoing to our victims may 
bring some healing to us, if not them.  I emphasize the word, “May.” Bishop Desmond Tutu’s Truth 
Commission has discovered that it not enough for South African families to have the missing 
history about their murdered loved ones, they now cry for justice. “Guilt is the teacher, love is the 
lesson,” Joan Borysenko.  (Quotations by Women, Maggio, 1996) 


